Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:30 in 226 Tigert Hall.

**Members Present:** Bernard Mair, Jessica Aaron, John Aris, Margaret Carr, Tom Dana, Paul Duncan, Angela Lindner, Gillian Lord, John Mecholsky, David Pharies, Allison Reynolds, Mark Rush, Edward Schaefer, Joseph Spillane, Catherine Striley, Collin Thompson, Elaine Turner, Hans van Oostrom, Michael Weigold, Patricia Xirau-Probert,

**Liaisons:** Timothy Brophy, David Julian, Steve Pritz, Venita Sposetti

**Guests:** Josie Ahlgren, Ann Greene, Lee Morrison, Czerne Reid, Elizabeth Ross, Toby Shorey

1. Introduction of the 2013-2014 UCC members

2. Election of the 2013-2014 UCC co-chair
   - Hans van Oostrom was elected

3. Course Review Subcommittee
   - Dr. Julian will coordinate this subcommittee.
   - Dr. Mair reviewed the changes to the syllabus checklist.

4. Approval of minutes of May 21, 2013 meeting
   - Approved as written

5. Update from Faculty Senate
   - Will be voting to approve academic calendars for 2016-2017 and 2017-2018
   - Wednesday before Thanksgiving for these calendars is a tentative holiday. Faculty Senate will review this policy in the spring
   - The proposed date for 2014 Homecoming is October 17th

6. Proposed changes to critical tracking requirement for Advertising, effective Summer B 2014. Dr. Weigold presented this request to change the critical tracking GPA for students in this major. The purpose of this request is to better identify at risk students and provide assistance to them. This request was approved pending editorial changes to the catalog copy.

7. Proposed changes to critical tracking requirement for Journalism, effective Summer B 2014. Dr. Weigold presented this request to change the critical tracking GPA for students in this major. The purpose of this request is to better identify at risk students and provide assistance to them. This request was approved pending editorial changes to the catalog copy.
8. Proposed changes to critical tracking requirement for Telecommunication, effective Summer B 2014. Dr. Weigold presented this request to change the critical tracking GPA for students in this major. The purpose of this request is to better identify at risk students and provide assistance to them. This request was approved pending editorial changes to the catalog copy.

9. Proposed name change to NWSA Electronic Media concentration to Art & Technology, effective Fall 2014. Dr. Schaefer presented this request. The purpose of this request is to align the name of this concentration offered at the New World School of the Arts with the same concentration offered by UF. This request was approved.

10. Proposed changes to the Entomology and Nematology major and minor, effective Summer B 2014. Dr. Turner presented this request. This request was approved.

11. Items from the Academic Assessment Committee (information only)
   • Attached list

12. Items from the Graduate School (information only)
   • none

13. Notice of new graduate certificates (information only)
   • Teaching and Learning in Agricultural and Life Sciences

14. Notice of changes to graduate certificates (information only)
   • Teaching English as a Second Language

15. Notice of proposed new professional certificates
   • Nursing – tabled per request of college
     • Post-Master’s Nurse Educator

16. Notice of proposed changes to professional certificates
   • Nursing – tabled per request of college
     • Post-Master’s Psychiatric/Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
     • Post-Master’s Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
     • Post-Master’s Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
     • Post-Master’s Adult Nurse Practitioner

17. Notice of new undergraduate certificates
   • none

18. Notice of proposed new undergraduate courses
   • Fine Arts
     • ARH2000 – Art Appreciation: American Diversity and Global Arts - recycled
• HUM4931 – Fine Arts Undergraduate Research - recycled

Medicine
• MEL3XXX – Preparing for a Career in Medicine - denied

Liberal Arts and Sciences
• CLP4XXX – Eating Disorders - approved
• COM3465 – Conflict Management & Negotiation in the Professions - recycled
• DEP4XXX – Gerontology - approved
• EUH2XXX – Nazi Germany – recycled
• EXP4XXXC – Laboratory in Cognitive Neuroscience – tabled
• GEO4XXX – Introduction to Spatial Networks – approved

Agricultural and Life Sciences
• ALS4XXX – Global Agroecosystems – approved

Nursing
• NUR3197 – Genetics and Genomics in Health Care – tabled

19. Notice of proposed changes to undergraduate courses

Journalism and Communications
• JOU4301 – Literary Journalism – approved

Agricultural and Life Sciences
• PLP2060 – Molds, Mildews, Mushrooms and Man – approved

Liberal Arts and Sciences – approve all
• SPW4190 – Seminar in Spanish-American Literature and Culture
• SPW4204 – Readings in Colonial Spanish-American Literature
• SPW4213 – Spanish Prose Fiction of the Golden Age
• SPW4233 – Readings in Spanish-American Narrative from the Origins to Criollismo
• SPW4263 – Readings in the Spanish Novel of the Nineteenth Century
• SPW4270 – Readings in Post-war Narrative
• SPW4282 – Readings in Contemporary Spanish-American Narrative 1
• SPW4283 – Readings in Contemporary Spanish-American Narrative 2
• SPW4304 – Readings in Spanish-American Theatre
• SPW4310 – Readings in Spanish Drama of the Golden Age
• SPW4353 – Readings in Spanish-American Poetry from Romanticism to Vanguardism
• SPW4354 – Readings in Contemporary Spanish-American Poetry
• SPW4364 – Readings in the Spanish-American Essay
• SPW4521 – U.S. Hispanic Literature
• SPW4532 – Introduction to Spanish Romanticism
• SPW4604 – Don Quixote
• SPW4720 – Readings in Spanish Literature from the Generation of 1898 to 1927
• SPW4723 – Readings in Spanish Literature from the Generation of 1927 to the present
• SPW4780 – Hispanic Women Writers
• SPW4930 – Revolving topics in Literature and Culture

Fine Arts
• ARH1000 – Masterpieces of Art – recycled

20. Notice of proposed new professional courses

Medicine
• BMS6XXX – Fundamentals of Clinical Medicine 2013 – recycled
• BMS6XXX – Intensive on the Understanding and Management of Pain and its Consequences – recycled
• BMS6XXX – Introduction to Clinical Medicine 4 – recycled

Dentistry
• DEN6705L – Public Health Dentistry – recycled

Nursing
• NGR6200 – Wound Care in Adult-Gerontology Populations – tabled
• NGR6201 – Chronic Wound Care Therapies for Adult-Gerontology Populations – tabled
• NGR6201L – Chronic Wound Care Practicum – tabled

21. Notice of proposed changes to professional courses

Dentistry
• DEN7762L – Clinical Radiology 1: Radiographic Technique – recycled

Nursing
• NGR6054C – Advanced Neonatal Health Assessment & Diagnostic Reasoning – tabled
• NGR6230C – Acute Care Nurse Practitioner: Diag. & Proc. for Critically Ill – tabled
• NGR6242L – Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner 1 – approved
• NGR6243L – Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner 2 – approved
• NGR6244L – Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner 2 – approved
• NGR6247L – Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner 3 – approved
• NGR6248L – Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner 3 – approved
• NGR6371 – Neonatal Pharmacotherapeutics for Advanced Practice Nursing – tabled

Medicine
• BMS6092 – Health Outcomes and Policy 2 - tabled
• BMS6751 – Nutrition Intensive – approved

22. Notice of proposed new joint graduate/undergraduate level courses

Liberal Arts and Sciences
• ANG5XXX – Collection and Analysis of Visual Data in Anthropology – recycled

Education
• MAE5XXX – Using Formative Assessment to Improve Mathematical Learning – recycled
• RED5XXX – Practices in Beginning Reading Instruction – recycled

23. Notice of proposed changes to joint graduate/undergraduate level courses

Agricultural and Life Sciences
• PLP5656C – Mycology – approved

Fine Arts
• ART5905C – Individual Study – approved

24. Notice of proposed new graduate courses (information only)
• FIN6XXX – Asset Allocation and Investment Strategy
• FIN6XXX – Investment Banking and Corporate Financial Modeling I
• FIN6XXX – Investment Banking and Corporate Financial Modeling II

25. Notice of proposed changes to graduate courses (information only).
• none

Meeting adjourned at 2:42.